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ADVO, INC. INTERROGATORIES TO OCA WITNESS SMITH (OCA-T-3)

ADVO/OCA-T3-33. With respect to the DOIS data, please provide your 
understanding of the following and provide the sources for your understanding:

(a) Purposes for which the data were originally collected and any 
changes in those purposes over time.  

(b) How the DOIS data have been used by postal management over 
time. 

ADVO/OCA-T3-34. With respect to the DOIS data, please provide your 
understanding of the following and the sources for your understanding:

(a) Portions of the city carrier system the data represent (by year) 

(b) The types of zip codes/routes/carriers for which DOIS does not 
collect information – and any changes over time.

(c) Number of city letter and special purpose routes and carriers 
represented in DOIS by year

(d) Total number of city letter and special purpose routes and carriers 
in the postal system by year

ADVO/OCA-T3-35. Please provide your understanding of all critiques of the 
DOIS data, DOIS data collection activities, and/or usefulness of the DOIS date 
for its intended purposes.  Please also provide the sources for your 
understanding.

ADVO/OCA-T3-36. Please identify and describe all the data and information 
categories collected by the USPS that are included within DOIS.  If these have 
changed over time, please also specify the changes.  Please provide the sources 
for your understanding.

ADVO/OCA-T3-37. With respect to the DOIS data base:

(a) Please identify and describe any difficulties the USPS incurred over 
time in collecting, measuring, standardizing, cleaning, or processing 
the DOIS data.  Please provide the sources for your information.
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(b) Please identify and describe any corrections, modifications, or other 
changes the USPS made to ensure that the difficulties in (a) were 
eliminated.  Please provide the sources for your information.

(c) Please identify the extent to which DOIS route-day-level 
observations, on an annual basis, must be corrected in some way 
during USPS quality control procedures. Please provide the 
sources for your information.

ADVO/OCA-T3-38. Please explain your understanding of the following and 
provide the sources for your understanding:

(a) If DOIS is implemented within a zip code, does it apply to all city 
carriers/routes within that zip code?  Please explain.

(b) Does DOIS collect data for all routes/carrier in a [DOIS] zip code on 
all route-days of the year?  

(c) Do the DOIS data include information on both letter and special 
purpose route carriers in each [DOIS] zip code?  

(d) How do you tell when zero time or volume data for a zip-route-day 
is due to a non-delivery day vs. due to uncollected or deleted data? 

ADVO/OCA-T3-39. Please describe the extent to which, in the DOIS database,
some data elements within route/carrier-day observations, some full route/carrier-
day observations, or some full zip code observations are either not collected or 
are subsequently eliminated by quality control.  Please explain and provide the 
source of your understanding.

ADVO/OCA-T3-40. Please provide a description of the USPS standardization, 
quality control procedures, and data/information manipulation procedures applied 
to the DOIS data over time.  Please provide the source of your understanding.

ADVO/OCA-T3-41. Please confirm that the data in the vol_data SAS dataset in 
USPS LR L-160 were the input to the ReadVolume SAS Program in Section 2 of 
OCA LR-4.  If this is incorrect, please explain why and identify the source of the 
data used in that program.
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ADVO/OCA-T3-42. Do the DOIS data in OCA LR L-4, fnlvoladj SAS database 
file include data on both letter and special purpose route carriers?  Please 
provide the sources supporting your answer.

ADVO/OCA-T3-43. Please explain whether an observation as presented in OCA 
LR L-4, fnlvoladj SAS database file, represents a route-day or a carrier-day.  
Please provide the sources supporting your explanation.

ADVO/OCA-T3-44. In OCA LR L-4, fnlvoladj SAS database file, please explain 
your understanding and provide the sources for your understanding:

(a) If a zip code is represented in the data, are all routes and carriers 
for all days of that zip code represented?  

(b) If a day is represented in the data, are all possible DOIS zips for 
that day represented?

ADVO/OCA-T3-45. With respect to the street hours variable in the DOIS data in 
OCA LR L-4, fnlvoladj SAS database file, please provide your understanding of 
the following and provide the sources for your understanding:

(a) How street hours were quantified and by who

(b) How the collection of these data was standardized over time

(c) Any changes in how these data were collected or measured over 
time

(d) What is included in these data – e.g., all clocked street time, lunch, 
breaks, emergency downtime, temporary assistance on the route, 
etc. – and any changes over time in what was included in those 
hours

(e) How the collection of these hours was standardized over time and 
over zips and routes.

(f) Specific quality control procedures applied to the collected data –
and any changes over time in those procedures

ADVO/OCA-T3-46. In OCA LR L-4, fnlvoladj SAS database file, are all the 
volume variables in numbers of delivered pieces?  Please explain.
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ADVO/OCA-T3-47. With respect to the cased letter and cased flat volumes data 
in the DOIS data in OCA LR L-4, fnlvoladj SAS database file, please provide your 
understanding of the following and the sources for your understanding:

(a) The definition of “cased letters”

(b) The definition of “cased flats”
(c) How these volumes were collected and measured

(d) Who collected and measured these volumes and when

(e) How the collection of these volumes was standardized over time 
and over zips and routes

(f) Any changes in how those volumes were collected over time

(g) Specific quality control procedures applied to these volume data 
and any changes over time in those procedures

ADVO/OCA-T3-48. With respect to total DPS letter and automated letter 
volumes data in the DOIS data in OCA LR L-4, fnlvoladj SAS database file, 
please provide your understanding of the following and the sources for your 
understanding:

(a) The definition of “DPS letters”

(b) The definition of “automated letters”

(c) How these volumes were collected and measured

(d) Who collected and measured these volumes and when

(e) How carriers treat these volumes in-office (case, separate bundle, 
etc.)

(f) How the collection of these volumes was standardized over time 
and over zips and routes

(g) Any changes in how those volumes were collected over time

(h) Specific quality control procedures applied to the these volume data 
and any changes over time in those procedures
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ADVO/OCA-T3-49. With respect to automated flat volumes data in the DOIS 
data in OCA LR L-4, fnlvoladj SAS database file, please provide your 
understanding of the following and the sources for your understanding:

(a) The definition of “automated flats”

(b) How carriers treat these volumes in-office (case, separate bundle, 
etc.)

(c) How these volumes were collected and measured

(d) Who collected and measured these volumes and when

(e) How the collection of these volumes was standardized over time 
and over zips and routes

(f) Any changes in how those volumes were collected over time

(g) Specific quality control procedures applied to the these volume data 
and any changes over time in those procedures

ADVO/OCA-T3-50. In OCA LR-4, fnlvoladj SAS database file, there are four 
variables entitled:  Sequenced Letters, Sequenced Flats, Sequenced Letter Sets, 
Sequenced Flat Sets.  Please provide your understanding of the following and 
the sources for your understanding.

(a) The definitions of “sequenced letters” and “sequenced flats”

(b) The definition of “set” – e.g., if a saturation mailing is split between 
two days, are the volumes for each day recorded so that two sets 
are recorded, one on each day?  

(c) How carriers treat these volumes in-office (case, separate bundle, 
etc.)

(d) How these volumes were collected and measured

(e) Who collected these volumes and when

(f) How the collection of these volumes was standardized over time 
and over zips and routes

(g) Any changes in how those volumes were collected over time
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(h) Specific quality control procedures applied to the these volume data 
and any changes over time in those procedures

ADVO/OCA-T3-51. In OCA LR-4, fnlvoladj SAS database file, there is a parcels 
volume variable and a priority volume variable.  Please provide your 
understanding of the following and the sources for your understanding.

(a) The definition of “parcel” and identification of all the types of mail 
pieces and subclasses that may be included within that volume

(b) The definition of “priority” and identification of all the shapes and 
subclasses that may be included within that volume

(c) How carriers treat these ”parcels” and “priority” volumes in-office 

(d) How carriers treat these “parcels” and “priority” volumes out-of-
office

(e) How these volumes were collected and measured

(f) Who collected these volumes and when

(g) How the collection of these volumes was standardized over time 
and over zips and routes

(h) Any changes in how those volumes were collected over time

(i) Specific quality control procedures applied to the these volume data 
and any changes over time in those procedures

ADVO/OCA-T3-52. In OCA LR-4, fnlvoladj SAS database file, there is a “route 
mileage” volume variable.  Please provide your understanding of the following 
and the sources for your understanding.

(a) The definition of “route mileage” and itemization of the distances 
included (e.g., travel to and from route, travel between route 
segments, travel within a route segment, travel along a series of 
curbline boxes, travel to relay/collection boxes, etc.)

(b) How these mileages were collected and measured

(c) Who collected and measured these mileages 
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(d) How the collection of these mileages were standardized over time 
and over zips and routes

(e) Any changes in how those mileages were collected over time

(f) Specific quality control procedures applied to the these data and 
any changes over time in those procedures

ADVO/OCA-T3-53. The Zip Code Delivery Points data included in OCA LR-4, 
fnlvoladj SAS database file, appear to come from the files in the Zip Code 
Delivery Points folder included in OCA LR-4, Section 2.   Please provide your 
understanding of the following and the sources for your understanding.

(a) The definition of and units of measurement for each type of delivery 
type – e.g., are these total addresses or stops, what are the 
distinctions among types of delivery, etc.

(b) How were these variables were quantified over time

(c) How the definitions and quantifications were standardized over time 
and over zips and routes

(d) Any changes over time in how those definitions and quantification 
was made

(e) Specific quality control procedures applied to these data and any 
changes over time I those procedures.

ADVO/OCA-T3-54.  In OCA LR-4, fnlvoladj SAS database file, there is an “hunit” 
variable.  This appears to come from the ahactzips.xls  file in Section 2 of OCA 
LR-4.  Please provide your understanding of the following and the sources for 
your understanding.

(a) The definition of this variable 

(b) Source of this variable

(c) Time period for which this variable is appropriate

ADVO/OCA-T3-55. In OCA LR-4, fnlvoladj SAS database file, there is a “COMM” 
variable. This appears to come from the ahactzips.xls  file in Section 2 of OCA 
LR-4.  Please provide your understanding of the following and the sources for 
your understanding.
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(a) The definition of this variable 

(b) Source of this variable

(c) Time period for which this variable is appropriate

ADVO/OCA-T3-56. In OCA LR-4, finlvoladj SAS database file, there is a “Land” 
variable.  This appears to come from the ahactzips.xls file in Section 2 of OCA 
LR-4.  Please provide your understanding of the following and the sources for 
your understanding.

(a) The definition of this variable, including what the area it is intended 
to cover and whether it includes both dry land and water

(b) Identification of units of measurement 

(c) Source of this variable

(d) Time period for which this variable is appropriate


